Never Let One Drop Go To Waste!

Give your customers a convenient way to carry their wine home and see improved profits from your wine cellars.

Easy to carry handle
Clear
Tamper evident seal available
Attractive, elegant graphics
Heavy duty plastic
Customizable with your logo!

300 case minimum
Up to 4c2s line or screen printing

Wine bag complies with laws of some states that have allowed take home of opened wines. Check your state laws to see if it applies to your state.

Bags with and without tamper evident tape
Item # 6343 (with tape)

Case Dimensions = 10.5” x 8.25” x 1.75”
Case Count = 100
Case Cube = .09

"The ability to take home the "leftovers" has induced us more than once to order a bottle, rather than just order by the glass...”
- Customer Testimonial

---

www.paksher.com